We report the first observation of substitutional silicon atoms in single-layer hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) using aberration corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM). The medium angle annular dark field (MAADF) images reveal silicon atoms exclusively filling boron vacancies. This structure is stable enough under electron beam for repeated imaging. Density functional theory (DFT) is used to study the energetics, structure and properties of the experimentally observed structure. The formation energies of all possible charge states of the different silicon substitutions (SiB, SiN and SiBN) are calculated. The results reveal Si +1 B as the most stable substitutional configuration. In this case, silicon atom elevates by 0.66Å out of the lattice with unoccupied defect levels in the electronic band gap above the Fermi level. The formation energy shows a slightly exothermic process. Our results unequivocally show that heteroatoms can be incorporated into the h-BN lattice opening way for applications ranging from single-atom catalysis to atomically precise magnetic structures.
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of two-dimensional (2D) materials has since the introduction of graphene [1] ushered a new research field in material science. Graphene was followed by other 2D material such as hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [2] and transition metal dichalcogenides (TDM) [3] , that in contrast to graphene exhibit an electronic band gap. Among 2D materials, h-BN has attracted attention due to its high thermal and chemical stability, high thermal conductivity and low dielectric constant, besides its wide electronic band gap [4] . Due to its honeycomb-like arrangement of covalent sp 2 bonds with a lattice that is almost a perfect match to graphene, it has been considered as a suitable substrate for graphene-based applications [5] . However, 2D materials, unlike their bulk counterparts, consist of only surface and thus their functionality can be easily affected and controlled by defects and impurities.
Defects play a crucial role in semiconductors in determining the applicability of the material. For example, vacancies and impurities change the electronic and optoelectronic properties of semiconductors by adding localized defect levels into their band gaps [6] [7] [8] . Such point defects affect the functioning of semiconductors by providing carrier traps and/or combination centers [9] . Silicon atoms are often observed in graphene samples produced using conventional methods, such as chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [10] [11] [12] . Such defects until now have not been reported for h-BN. In contrast, both oxygen and carbon have been observed in single-layer h-BN probably damaged by electron irradiation in a STEM experiment [13] . Si impurities in h-BN could be interesting from material engineering point of view, since vacancies and heteroatoms in h-BN have been predicted to be * mohammad.monazam@univie.ac.at beneficial for applications in electronics [14] [15] [16] [17] , quantum computing [18] and spintronic devices [19] [20] [21] , but also detrimental when h-BN is used as a gate dielectric in field-effect transistors. Previous calculations have shown that silicon substitution in boron vacancy is more stable than substitution in nitrogen vacancy [22] [23] [24] . Using DFT, Mapasha et. al. calculated the formation energies for silicon in both boron and nitrogen vacancies [23] . However, these calculations suffer from the fact that the number of valence electrons and the position of the defect levels were ignored. These calculations were later improved upon for the formation energy of Si B with two charge states (+1 and -1) [24] .
In this paper, we show for the first time atomic resolution STEM images of substitutional silicon impurities in h-BN. DFT calculations and image simulations reveal the details of the atomic configuration, providing an excellent match to the experimental results. The formation energies for each of the possible silicon substitutions (in boron, nitrogen and double vacancy) were calculated with different charge states. In accordance with the experiments that show exclusively impurity atoms in the B lattice site, our simulations reveal Si +1 B as the configuration with the lowest formation energy. Our results demonstrate the possibility of incorporating heteroatoms into h-BN opening way for atomic-scale engineering of the material for applications.
II. RESULTS

A. Experiments
Single-layer h-BN suffers from significant electron beam damage in transmission electron microscopy experiments [14, 25, 26] , caused by a combination of knockon processes and ionization damage. The vacancies created during electron irradiation tend to grow fast into triangular holes, but can also be filled by atoms from arXiv:1904.02432v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 4 Apr 2019 the ubiquitous hydrocarbon-based contamination covering most samples, as presumably happened in the study presented in Ref. [13] . In contrast to such non-intrinsic defects created during the experiment, we discuss here intrinsic impurity atoms that were found in the samples after preparation with no additional processing and only minimal electron dose. We point out that unlike most h-BN samples, ours were grown via CVD (Methods), which may explain why Si impurities in h-BN have not been reported until now. Fig. 1a shows an atomically resolved MAADF image of the suspended h-BN membrane with four silicon impurity atoms in the h-BN lattice. In Fig. 1a and in all our recorded images, Si impurities were on boron sites. A close up MAADF image of one of the silicon impurities is shown in Fig. 1b . The silicon atom can be easily distinguished by its higher contrast as compared to boron and nitrogen [13] . The ADF intensities are shown in Fig. 1c along the path marked by arrows in Fig. 1b , normalized to the intensity corresponding to a single boron atom. Intensity ratio between Si and B is expected to be (14/5) 1.64 = 5.41 [13] , which is close to our experimental value 5.25. Although the substituted silicon atom is stable to allow its repeated scanning, it can not sustain the electron dose required for electron energy loss spectroscopy [27] to confirm the chemical identity of the impurity atoms. Fig. 1d shows simulated STEM-MAADF image of the relaxed structure with a good agreement between the projected Si-N distances between the nearest nitrogen atoms and the impurity in calibrated experimental and simulated images. For both cases the projected Si-N distance is around 1.55Å. The distance between neighboring nitrogen atoms shows an increase from 2.51Å in pristine h-BN to 2.74Å in experimental images, consistent with the optimized model structure.
B. Silicon substitution in boron vacancy
While the origin of the Si impurities in our samples remains unknown, we turn to DFT calculations to try to understand why they are exclusively found in the B lattice sites. For each possible impurity site in h-BN (silicon substitution of boron and nitrogen vacancies as well as double vacancy), we first structurally optimize the structure, and then calculate its electronic properties and formation energy. The calculations are repeated for all different charge states. for the +1 charge state, the N-Si bond length drops to 1.63Å. For -1 charge state the bond length becomes 1.82Å. Simply taking into account the projected distance between silicon and neighboring nitrogen atoms is not conclusive enough to estimate the charge state of the defect. The simulated MAADF images show the projected Si-N distance within 1.53 − 1.55Å, which are very close to the calibrated distances of experimental data. Negative charge elevates Si further away from the negatively charged N neighbors, whereas positive charge has the opposite effect.
The band structures of silicon substitution in boron vacancies at different charge states are plotted in Fig. 2e-g . The Fermi level is set to zero. The red (blue) lines correspond to spin up (down) band structure. For the neutral state, Si substitution adds two defect states within the band gap, where only one of the defect levels (spin down) is empty. Therefore, Si B has only two expected charge states (-1 and +1); adding further electrons or holes to the structure leads to electrons in the nearlyfree-electron (NFE) state of conduction band minimum (CBM) or holes at the valence band maximum (VBM) [28, 29] . This NFE state is estimated to be 2Å away from the h-BN plane [30] . In the +1 and -1 charge states the system becomes spin-unpolarized. An interesting case is the band structure of Si −1 B (Fig. 2f) . Here, due to a long distance between the silicon and h-BN membrane, the added electron is almost free and easy to extract.
We calculate the defect formation energy using the supercell method. Here, the formation energy at a charge state q is defined as
where
is the total energy of the supercell containing a defect or impurity X, E tot [host] is the total energy for equivalent supercell of perfect crystal. n i are the number of atoms which are added (n i > 0) or removed (n i < 0) from the supercell and µ i are the chemical potentials of the constituent atoms. The formation energy is expressed as a function of electron chemical potential (ie, Fermi energy E F with respect to the valence band maximum of the pristine structure). E corr corresponds to all spurious electrostatic corrections due to employing the supercell method. We calculate the chemical potential for boron and nitrogen atoms as the total energy of α-rhombohedral boron (per atom) and half of the chemical potentials of the nitrogen molecule (N 2 ). The chemical potential of silicon has been calculated from total energy of bulk silicon (per atom).
The calculated Si B formation energies in N-rich condition are shown in Fig. 3 . The formation energy for the neutral defect is around 0.46 eV, which is higher than the previously reported value of -0.29 eV, possibly due to the small vacuum size (15Å) used in the earlier calculatios [23, 24] . However, the most stable charge state for Si B substitution is +1 which undergoes a slightly exothermic process. The defect energy transition states for e(+1/0) and e(0/-1) are expected to be at 0.61 eV and 2.96 eV with respect to VBM as calculated with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerdorf (PBE) [31] functional. Within PBE, the exchange-correlation energy is considered a semi-local function of electron density, while within HSE (Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof) [32] method a screened Coulomb interaction is used for the exchange interaction, which is more close to realistic electronic interactions in solids. Based on the difference of the band gap size between PBE and HSE, we would expect the actual transition levels to be 1.29 eV and 3.64 eV above VBM. Both defect levels are considered deep and expected to influence the optical properties of h-BN.
For h-BN layer which is on top of Cu(111), we expect that the copper Fermi level lies around 1.4−1.5 eV above the VBM of h-BN [33, 34] and therefore the Si B should be in neutral state. However it has been shown that under electron beam, BN-nanotubes are positively charged, which is attributed to emission of secondary electrons that shift the Fermi level to VBM and the Si B switches to +1 state [35] . Charge density analysis shows that the extra charge always appears on/around the defect site, as can be seen in Fig. 4 , which shows the difference between total charge density for the relaxed neutral configuration and the same structure with one removed electron. The magenta isosurfaces show the positively charged areas and the bright blue areas show the accumulated charges. Bader analysis reveals that, in the relaxed neutral structure, from three valence electrons of silicon only a fraction (0.870) remains, and the rest of the charge is transferred to neighboring nitrogen atoms due to nitrogen's higher electronegativity. By removing an electron, the overall charge belonging to silicon drops to only 0.15.
FIG. 4:
Charge density of Si B . Difference between the charge density of non-relaxed Si C. Silicon substitution in a nitrogen vacancy Fig. 5a ,b show the locally optimized structure of silicon substitution in nitrogen site in h-BN in its neutral state. Compared to Si B , in Si N the silicon atom is extruded much higher out from h-BN. The distance between the silicon and the h-BN plane is ∼ 2.0Å and the bond length between silicon and neighboring boron atom is 1.956Å. This buckling could be attributed to the electrostatic repulsion between silicon and neighboring boron atoms. Bader analysis of psuedo-charge density shows that the silicon atom has lost all electrons while the neighboring boron atoms have lost a fraction of their electrons to the neighboring nitrogen atoms. Adding an electron (Fig. 5) would again slightly elevate the silicon atom. However, most of the charge is again transferred to the nitrogen atoms. The formation energy for Si N in boron rich environment is shown in Fig. 5e . The formation energy for neutral defect is around 4.86 eV, which is much higher compared to silicon in boron vacancy. Based on band structure calculation (Supplementary Material), possible charge states range from -1 to +2. The most stable case is when the silicon atom is in neutral state. The transition level e(0/-1) is at 1.90 eV as calculated with PBE. By re-scaling the Fermi energy based on the calculated HSE band gap, we expected that this transition energy would rise to 2.58 eV. 
D. Silicon substitution in a double vacancy
We also calculated formation energy for silicon substitution in a double vacancy, where adjacent boron and nitrogen atoms are missing. The locally optimized structures are shown in Fig. 6 . In this case the h-BN monolayer stays almost flat with the silicon-boron bond length of ∼ 2.09Å and silicon-nitrogen bond length of ∼ 1.78Å. One added electron changes the bond length for Si-B and Si-N to ∼ 1.96Å and ∼ 1.88Å, respectively. From the band structure calculation it is evident that both +1 and +2 states are possible (Supplementary Material). However, the silicon is pushed even more toward the nitrogen atoms due to electrostatic repulsion between boron atoms and the impurity. The bond lengths in this case are ∼ 2.20Å and ∼ 1.73Å for Si-B and Si-N bonds, respectively.
The calculated formation energies are shown in Fig. 6e . Interestingly, for the neutral structure of Si BN , the formation energy is around 5.25 eV, which is slightly higher than Si N substitution despite the flat structure. The +2 charge state has the highest formation energy, and the PBE calculated transition levels are 0.51 eV for (+1/0) and 3.11 eV with respect to VBM. For HSE method of calculation, we would expect transition levels for e(+1/0) and e(0/-1) to be 1.19 eV form VBM and 2.05 eV from CBM.
Based on all possible configurations and their relevant formation energies, we conclude that the silicon in the charge state of +1 and in boron substitution is the most stable configuration and this would lead to abundance of the observed defects in h-BN.
III. MIGRATION BARRIER
Due to the elevated structure of the Si substitution, we also calculated the migration barrier for Si B to pass from one side of the h-BN plane to the other, a process that has been recently imaged in the case of graphene [36] . The estimated energy barrier of 2.42 eV is much higher than 1.08 eV for silicon substitution in graphene [37] , which could be attributed to the ionic bonding between silicon and h-BN. The same transition can be achieved by providing the Si atom 3.28 eV of kinetic energy. This amount of energy can be transferred to a static Si atom by an electron with a kinetic energy of 40.5 keV and could be easily achieved under our experimental conditions (acceleration voltage 60 kV).
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work we present the first direct experimental observation of Si impurities in a free standing monolayer of hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) using scanning transmission electron microscopy. Our density functional theory calculations show that Si atoms have the lowest formation energy in a boron vacancy, which is also the only experimentally observed configuration. Our simulations indicate +1 as the most likely charge state. Al- though the origin of Si atoms in our samples remains unknown, the results expands the number of observed impurity atoms in h-BN from the previously reported C and O for the first time to an element from the third row of the periodic table. This shows that heteroatom doping of h-BN with heavier elements is possibly similar to graphene [38, 39] opening the way towards applications ranging from single-atom catalysis to atomically small magnetic structures.
V. METHODS
A. Samples
The samples were commercially available single-layer h-BN grown via chemical vapor deposition on copper by Graphene Laboratories, Inc. They were directly transferred onto golden transmission electron microscopy grids with perforated amorphous carbon membrane (QUANTIFOIL R ) without the use of a polymer, which decreases the amount of contamination on the samples. The copper was etched in a bath of FeCl over night and the samples were cleaned with deionized water and isopropyl alcohol. Samples were baked in vacuum at 150
• C for at least eight hours before being inserted into the microscope.
B. Scanning transmission electron microscopy
We acquired the experimental data using a Nion UltraSTEM 100 microscope [40] with a cold field-emission electron gun operated at 60 keV. The near-ultrahigh vacuum conditions at the objective area (pressure below 10 −9 mbar) around the sample ensure a minimum influence of chemical reactions [41] on the sample during observation. The beam convergence semiangle was 30 mrad and the used medium angle annular dark field detector angular range 60-200 mrad. Typical beam current of the device is on the order of 30 pA.
C. Computational methods
We used density functional theory as implemented in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) [42] . The electron exchange and correlation was treated by Perdew-Burke-Ernzerdorf (PBE) functional [31] . The total energy of the system was calculated via the pseudopotential-momentum-space formalism using projector-augmented-wave (PAW) method [43] . The Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are expanded over plane-wave basis sets with the kinetic energy cut off set to 525 eV. A supercell of 8 × 8 × 1 was employed to study different defect states in the membrane with the assumption of minimizing the lateral interaction of the defect with its periodic images. The interlayer vacuum space of 43.46Å was selected according to "special vacuum" proposed in Refs. [44, 45] . The results were compared to those calculated with a supercell of 6×6×1 and vacuum size of 30.27 A. The locally optimized configurations and formation energies were in good agreement for the two different system sizes. The Brillouin-Zone integration was done over a Γ-centered 5 × 5 × 1 k-point mesh. The damped molecular dynamics method was used to optimize the ionic degrees of freedom until the residual forces were below 0.01 eV/Å. Although it is known that the band gaps calculated using PBE underestimate the true band gap of semiconductors, we restricted our calculation to the level of PBE due to the agreement between PBE formation energies and those calculated with the HSE formalism [28, 32] . Therefore one only needs to re-scale the electron chemical potential using the difference in the band gap obtained from the two methods. Due to the computational cost, we carried out only one HSE calculation for bulk h-BN for estimating the band gap. The size of the band gap in this case is 5.84 eV as compared to 4.48 eV calculated with PBE. For STEM image simulations, we used the QSTEM package [46] , where all parameters were set to correspond to our experimental setup. The energy barrier estimation is based on the nudged elastic band (NEB) method implemented in VASP [47] . A set of calculations with five images between the initial and final configurations were performed. The dynamic calculation was performed using in DFT-based molecular dynamics; an increasing initial vertical velocity toward the h-BN plane is applied to the silicon atom until it passed through the membrane. 
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BN . The band structure for neutral charge case (panel a) reveals four defect levels in the spin up and the spin down channels. Both occupied (empty) levels are in the spin up (spin down) channel. Therefore, the possible charge states extend from -2 to +2. However, from band structure of the -1 charge state (panel b), it is clear that adding a single electron to the lowest defect level in the spin down channel pushes the second defect level higher than CBM. So, only -1 state should be possible.
